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Wright Lake
and Some Tales Surrounding the Lake

Friday, June, 7, 2002 A.D.

Guffy

S.S. Guffy was a miner who had migrated past the
Cajon, past the abandoned Swarthout Ranch where
George Swarthout had raised cattle and resisted the
Paiutes from 1852 until he died in 1872, Guffy
penetrated the San Gabriel Range where he came
upon a valley, jeweled with small lakes fed by
mountain springs.  In the clearing around what is
now Wright’s Lake, he gathered quartz-like stone
(the San Andreas Fault runs through this place) and
out of it, he built himself a home.  Besides raising
cattle and chickens, he planted and grew grafted
apple trees, the roots of which, fed by underground
water, still blossom and bear fruit.  He rode to San
Bernardino to prove his claim.

Sumner Banks Wright

Here Guffy met Sumner Banks Wright.  Wright
liked this wiry dark Scotsman and his interest was
aroused by Guffy’s account of the valley of which
he had not previously heard.  He joined Guffy on his
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The ruins of Wright's Cookhouse,
looking across Wright Lake.

return trek.  They came up Lone Pine Canyon in the
shade of the pinon and pines.  Opposite Guffy’s
house on the other side of the lake the virgin forest
stood unclaimed.

The Grand Tour

Guffy gave Wright a magnificent tour of the area
from Swarthout Valley to the Valyermo Canyons.
Wright was impressed by the mountain grandeur.
Upon their return to Guffy’s ranch, Wright’s
attention was caught by several small frame buildings
nestling in the straggling young orchard.  They
belonged to Sessions, a young man who came up
with Guffy, but was in poor health and wanted to go
back to his kin in the Midwest.

Wright Makes a Purchase

Wright bought S. S. Guffy’s homestead in 1906.
He and his wife, the former Kate (Boone) Van
Arsdale, camped in Guffy’s shack while they built a
home on the knoll. Wright built a cabin for Kate at
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Wright Ranch horses drinking at Wright Lake.
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Wright Lake Today

Wright Lake was drained by the influence of the San
Andreas earthquake fault.  Today it has been filled
in by building refuse and overgrown with bushes.  In
1990 this author attempted , while a member of the
Municipal Advisory  Committee (MAC), to get San
Bernardino County to return Wright Lake into a
County Park and the beautiful lake of the past.  The
County was deterred from any such action because
of the potential liability.
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what is now Lark and Mill Roads (now named Red
Gate Lodge).  It was located at the west end of the
lake.  The lake at that time was more like a pond of
water - about two-hundred feet wide and six-
hundred feet long upon which two white ducks
swam gracefully throughout the day.

Wrightwood a Hobby

Initially the acreage was eleven-hundred acres,
increasing to three times as much as the years
passed.  Wright’s home was in Colton, CA.  He had
an abstract title office there.  At first Wrightwood
was just a hobby of Sumner Wright.  He and his
wife, Kate, made the trips back and forth to the
mountains by horse and buggy.  In 1913 Wright
purchased his first automobile, a Buick, which
eliminated long hours of travel.

Good water was pumped down Flume, Oak, Heath
and Buford Canyons by means of second-hand pipe
for household use, irrigation and cattle.  The spring
in the bottom of Wright Lake was turned into a
fountain for the delight of Kate Wright.  Kate
delighted to sit and watch the bubbling waters
during the hot summers.

Ubiquitous Bunkhouse

The ranch bunk house, built in 1907-08 at the north
end of Wright Lake, was later moved to its present
location at 975 Lark Road.  In 1928 the building was
converted by the parents of the ten school age
children in the Village into a schoolhouse. In 1935
the present schoolhouse on Highway 2 was started.
After the school was moved to the new location, the
ranch bunkhouse/schoolbuilding was used as a
community building, until purchased by the Church
for the Our Lady of the Snows Catholic Church.

The Cookhouse

Adolph Knuckle was the Wright Ranch foreman for
almost 25 years.  His wife was the ranch cook.  They
lived in the cookhouse which burned in 1945.  This
is the ruin we’ve all seen north of Wright Lake
across Lark Road. Pat Krig                                                                     m10431gt.tif

Wright Lake.
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Museum Wall                                                            m10812gt.tif

Crew working on the Wright Ranch with
Wright Lake in the background.  Note:  this

photograph was taken on May 17, 2002 in the
Museum and includes reflections from the

overhead fluorescent lamps.  (1916 ca)
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Bristol, Randell & Ames Party at "Lake
Constance" A.K.A. Wright Lake at "Winterhaven,

CA."  (May 19, 1923)
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Wright Lake with the bunkhouse which was later
moved to become the schoolhouse, then the

Catholic Church in the background.  (1920 ca)
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Enlarged satellite photograph of Wright Lake.

InterNet                                                 m10657gt & m10658gt.tif

Topographical map & satellite photograph of
Wright Lake & vicinity.
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Wright Lake.
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Two unidentified children in Wright Lake.
(March 7, 1937)
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Two unidentified children in Wright Lake.
(March 7, 1937)
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Wright Lake.
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Wright Lake circa 1939.
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Two unidentified children in Wright Lake.
(March 7, 1937)


